EMHA Program Competencies

Students in the Executive Master of Health Care Administration (EMHA) Program at UNLV are expected to develop their mid-level management competencies, applying advanced program learnings, and evolving to become successful senior-level professionals. Competencies are measured by effective application of available skillsets such as knowledge, skills, attitudes and values (KSAV’s) in complex situations. Faculty, advisor, peer and self-assessment processes are built into the program and the capstone to evaluate progress. The student should be able to build on their knowledge of intermediate competencies, and strive for mastery of the competencies. The student in the EMHA program at UNLV will be exposed to 31 competencies covered across four domains in their twelve core courses. Although the student is not expected to be an expert on each competency, students should be able to demonstrate an overall mastery over each of the domains.

In addition, EMHA 779 (the Program’s Capstone) will include a major focus on assessing students’ capabilities relative to the highlighted competencies (below), and targeting three selected ‘gap’ areas for improvement through the completion of the Capstone project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of competency covered in EMHA courses:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1</strong> – Intermediate Interpretation – building on their knowledge of the concepts from undergraduate education and professional experiences, students will apply their advanced knowledge base of the competency through discussions, assignments, group projects, case studies and class presentations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 2</strong> – Masterful Demonstration. Through synthesis and application, the student should be able to integrate knowledge and skills into a wide variety of situations, consistently and independently demonstrating a command of the professional function in decision-making to the point of being able to teach others about the competency learned. In this capacity, students can expect group projects, case studies, and real world projects such as team projects to address challenges within their workplace or within the community.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. **Extensive knowledge of healthcare environment**
1. Health care Issues and Trends (Demonstrate a broad knowledge of the health care industry and trends involved in provision, coverage, and access to care)
2. Standards & Regulations (Identify standards, laws, regulatory and accreditation criteria applicable to health care organizations; with recognition of ongoing transformation)
3. Populations health and status assessment (Identify basic theory, concepts and models of health promotion, disease causation and prevention; analyze trends using primary and/or secondary community and health status data)
4. Health care Human Resources (Define and assess clinical and nonclinical roles and practice; related to human resources management in health care)
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5. Health care payment system (develop a strong understanding of the reimbursement process for health care in the United States including the private and public sector payers).

B. **Advanced Communication and Relationship Skills**
1. Effective written, oral and presentation skills (be able to communicate in a clear and logical manner within both formal and informal groups of all sizes).
2. Interpersonal Skills: Build collaborative relationships; create, participate in, and lead teams; Influence skills and Political Skills necessary to avoid dysfunction.
3. Work effectively in a culturally diverse work and customer environment; demonstrate Social Intelligence (SI) in understanding social situations and dynamics, and demonstrate Emotional Intelligence (EI), leveraging emotions to enhance relationships.
4. Networking Capacity: demonstrated networks within healthcare to provide ongoing thought leadership and career growth opportunities; ability to secure capstone project opportunity.
5. Prudence – see and value others’ perspectives in interactions and decision making.
6. Conflict management – an ability to avoid and resolve conflicts among individuals and teams.

C. **Leadership, Professionalism, and Ethics**
1. Personal and Professional Ethics (Adhere to ethical personal and business principles; exhibit ethical behaviors; live and communicate organizational values)
2. Professional & Community Contribution (Assess needs of a community/participate in community service; balance professional and personal pursuits)
3. Participate in and lead team activities that demonstrate collaborative group effort and effective group processes, including the ability to hold team members accountable individually and collectively.
4. Assess individual/peers’ strengths and weaknesses (complete self-assessment each semester; evaluate course/project performance; evaluate personal and professional values; participate in continuing education and lifelong learning and encourage your team accordingly). Systems Thinking (Broad systems connections -- potential impacts and consequences of decisions in a wide variety of situations, and demonstrate an ability to successfully manage in uncertain environments through effective Decision Making.
5. Change Management capability: proactively planning, managing and implementing change
6. Execution Capability – demonstrate a strong action orientation

D. **Business knowledge and skills**
1. Health Economics (Analysis and application of economic theory and concepts to business decisions)
2. Organizational Dynamics and Governance (Apply organizational theory and behavior to develop, assess, design or redesign health care organizations)
3. Problem Solving and Decision Making (Formulate questions and apply models to address issues and problems with stakeholder input.)
4. Time Management (Ability to balance multiple tasks and responsibilities; set and meet deadlines and effectively multi-task with simultaneous projects)
5. Financial Management (Ability to compile and analyze financial data; develop capital, operating and cash flow budgets; analyze investment data; pro forma development)
6. Strategic Planning (Ability to perform environmental analysis; discern competitive strategy; formulate business strategy based on evidence; course correct in a timely way as needs dictate)
7. Information Management/Understanding and Using Technology Skills (Apply techniques and methods to plan, design, implement and assess information flow and communication; keep abreast of current industry technology to support business needs)
8. Risk Management (Assessment of risk exposure; apply methods to ensure patient, visitor and staff safety; proactive avoidance of and timely resolution of ethical and legal issues; ability to demonstrate Courage in Risk Taking)
9. Healthcare Legal principles development, application and assessment (Analyze managerial issues related to the law governing health care; compliance; fiduciary responsibility)
10. Marketing (Analysis and assessment of markets, competitors and brand differentiation, market segmentation, strategy, change and innovation)
11. Operations and Quality Improvement/Performance Improvement (Define and assess quality and performance to deliver patient centric programs)
12. Planning and Managing Projects (Able to design, plan, implement and assess projects related to performance, structure and outcomes of health services; sensitivity to broad spectrum of and communication with stakeholders)
13. Health Policy formulation, implementation and evaluation (Identify policy issues and key stakeholders; design and evaluate policy strategies)